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Abstract
Multiage education, characterized by the intentional grouping of students from multiple grade levels,
is receiving growing attention in Australia. Despite this growth, the subject has rarely been examined
in art education. This study characterizes qualities of multiage art instruction through the collection of
observations and interviews with a selected primary multiage art specialist-teacher. The results detail
suggested organizational changes that may be necessary when structuring multiage art curricula, as well
as the effective use of thematic instruction and cooperative learning in the multiage art classroom. The
article concludes with implications for organizing multiage art education at other school sites.
Multiage classrooms are broadly characterized by a purposeful grouping of students from two or
more grade levels with the intention of creating an educational community of learners (Coyne, 2000;
Kasten & Clarke, 1993). The goals of multiage education include the accentuation of a collaborative,
rather than competitive, atmosphere (Elkind, 1993) and the freedom for students to learn at a pace
that is not strictly defined by their grade level (Hoffman, 2003).
While literature on multiage education has existed for roughly five decades (Ball, 2006) and often
includes observations from educational generalists (Chase & Doan, 1994; Connell, 1987; Coyne, 2000;
Fu et al., 1999; McCarthey et al., 1996; Miletta, 1996), the topic has rarely been addressed through the
lens of art specialists and art educators, with a few exceptions appearing only over the past 15 years
(Broome, 2009; Heid, 2004; Serig, 1995). As a way to rectify the scant attention given to mixed-age
groupings in this context, I formulated a two-part research project on the subject of multiage art
instruction, with the first phase gathering broad foundational data through questionnaires sent to
select primary art specialist-teachers instructing multiage classes in Florida (Broome, 2009).
This article examines the results of phase two, involving observations and interviews conducted
with a selected multiage art specialist-teacher that yielded insight into her practices during reallife instruction. The overall purpose was to characterize qualities of multiage art education at
the selected school site and to provide the study with qualitative depth. Based on the findings, I
discuss the implications for organizing multiage art education at other potential school sites.
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Background
Traditionally, the dominant method of structurally organizing students in industrialized Western
societies has centered on the use of grade level groupings (Anderson, 2008), a model that was heavily
influenced by the factory assembly line method popularized during the second half of the 19th
century (Kasten & Lolli, 1998). Although the graded system has remained entrenched in some school
systems for over 150 years, that is not to say that it has remained in place because it is working well
(Anderson, 2008). In the 20th century, scholars began to note flaws in the logic used to justify grade
level groupings. Theories and research now suggest that there are great developmental differences in
children of the same age (Eisner, 2003; W. Miller, 1996) and that treating, say, all 8-year-olds as uniform
parts on an assembly line is irrational (Broome, 2008). Furthermore, the policy of retaining students
in the graded system appears to have no positive impact on student achievement levels (Shepard
& Smith, 1990; Wiles & Bondi, 2000). Critics of the graded model suggest that segregating students
into same age groups offers an unnatural view of life (Dewey, 1938/1997; Miletta, 1996) and the only
benefits of such groupings are at the organizational level for adults, rather than to students (Ellis,
Rogoff, & Cromer, 1981).
Interest on multiage education as an alternative to the graded system became prevalent throughout
the 1960s and early 1970s (Heins, Tichenor, Coggins, & Hutchinson, 2000) and showed a major
revitalization of attention beginning again in the 1990s (Nishida, 2009). Those who have compiled the
results of numerous studies conducted on multiage education conclude that students in mixed-age
groupings perform equally well in academics as their same-age peers, but that multiage groupings
offer significant affective advantages: multiage students consistently indicate higher levels of selfesteem and a better perception toward school (Anderson & Pavan, 1993; Jurkovic, 2001; B. Miller, 1990;
Pratt, 1993).
Multiage education is currently receiving widespread attention from the Australian Association of
Multiage Education (Anderson, 2008; Nishida, 2009) and the National Multiage Institute in the United
States (NAU College of Education – Multiage Institute, 2009). Overall, the multiage movement has
persisted for about 50 years, while many other school reform initiatives have come and disappeared
over the same time period (Tyack & Cuban, 1995), and continues to be practiced as a healthy option
for educators seeking alternatives to traditional graded instruction (Hoffman, 2003).
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Results from Phase One
The questionnaire results from phase one of the study (Broome, 2009) showed that most of the
responding multiage art specialist-teachers worked with classes that consisted of two or three
consecutive grade level combinations that were typically co-instructed by general education team
teachers when the students were not in art class. The art specialists most frequently reported the use
of cooperative groupings and peer assistance as advantages presented by multiage configurations.
In terms of disadvantages, the respondents most frequently described the difficulties presented by
teaching students with widely varying developmental levels.
The results also showed that the responding art specialist-teachers shared only two main common
traits: (a) most of them received no training specifically related to multiage education, and (b) most of
them were assigned multiage art classes without being consulted on their willingness to participate
in mixed-age programs. In spite of this lack of autonomy and training, most of the respondents
expressed their overall support for multi-age art education. Such expectation-defying results
suggested much promise for the inclusion of art education within multiage programs and the need
for further investigation into its real-life application.
Methodology
Using the data collected from the questionnaires in phase one of this investigation, I purposefully
selected one art specialist-teacher from all survey respondents as a subject for qualitative field
research. The use of such a single-site approach to qualitative investigations allows other educational
practitioners to vicariously experience specifically unique instructional situations and individuals
that they may not have encountered on their own, as well as the opportunity to integrate new or
unique instructional strategies into their own teaching repertoires (Donmoyer, 1990). In the case
of this research project, the single subject for qualitative research was purposefully chosen based
on the degree of her school’s nongradedness (Anderson & Pavan, 1993), and the unique presence
of typical characteristics cited in multiage literature within her program (see Table 1). The research
subject has been assigned a pseudonym and is referred to in this article as Ms. Pratt. Her school has
been renamed Rexrode Elementary.
I used naturalistic observation (Bogdan & Biklen, 2003) to collect fieldnotes in the multiage art
specialist’s classroom for approximately 26 hours during a three-week period. I also conducted and
recorded three interviews (Seidman, 1998) with Ms. Pratt that provided insight into her perceptions
toward multiage instruction and the purposes behind her actions.
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Data analysis began with the creation of predetermined codes, or representative phrases that identify
text content (Bogdan & Biklen, 2003), to be applied to my typed fieldnotes and transcribed interviews.
These predetermined codes were derived from a review of multiage literature and my own survey
results. Next, I used an open coding approach where I sorted through the data again in search of
regularly occurring patterns that unexpectedly emerged within the data.
The coded data from all qualitative sources (fieldnotes, interviews, and open-ended survey responses)
were compiled onto qualitative data category cards (see Table 2). This organizational strategy and
repeated analysis of data helped me to inductively formulate themes that provided cohesive focus
when reaching qualitative conclusions (Eisner, 1998). The qualitative findings were corroborated with
the earlier survey results to reach conclusions of both qualitative depth and descriptive breadth. The
results are presented in order of the research questions that were addressed, and include excerpts
from my interviews and fieldnotes as a way to interweave data with analysis (Emerson, Fretz, & Shaw,
1995) and to provide readers with opportunities for their own interpretations (Eisner, 1998).
Findings
How are Multiage Art Classes Organized and Structured at the Selected Observation Site?
Rexrode Elementary publicly describes itself as a multiage school site characterized by the inclusion of
eight different primary and intermediate houses, rather than classes. All eight multiage houses have
chosen a medieval-themed class name as a nod toward the school’s mascot, the Rexrode Knights.
Multiage advocates (Coyne, 2000; Kasten & Lolli, 1998) recommend that multiage classes be given
a community name and that teachers can foster a team atmosphere by banishing all use of grade
level distinctions when referring to their students. At Rexrode Elementary, the names of the primary
houses (consisting of students commonly labeled as kindergarteners, first, and second graders) are
the Knowledgable Knights, the Resourceful Sorcerers, the Castle Guard, and the Knights of the Round
Table. The four intermediate houses (consisting of students traditionally labeled as third, fourth, and
fifth graders) are Excalibur, the Royal Family, King Arthur’s Court, and the Scholarly Squires.
The transition from planning for graded instruction to multiage instruction was not easy for Rexrode
Elementary School’s art specialist at first. “When the school first switched to a multiage format, we
drove ourselves crazy doing multiple lessons for each mixture of children that came in,” admitted Ms.
Pratt. “I was worried about third graders doing a different project from fourth graders, and so on. It
kind of shook our world a little bit.” But after this initial frustration, Ms. Pratt decided to design lessons
that targeted the broader developmental zones (Vygotsky, 1934/1986) within multiage houses, rather
than writing lessons for each grade within a specific pod. As a result, her planning load was reduced
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from six distinct preparations a week (for grades K-5) to a lesser load that addressed the developmental
levels established by her school’s multiage groupings (K-2 and 3-5) with allowance for differentiation
at her own discretion.
Team Teaching. While some multiage classes are led by individual homeroom teachers working alone
in single classrooms, the groupings at Rexrode Elementary, like most of the responding schools to the
initial survey (86.11%), were led by teams of teachers who worked together in adjoining classrooms
that formed multiage houses. Although more than one classroom is in use, the entire house still
meets regularly for whole group instruction or family time. Since the multiage houses at Rexrode
Elementary consisted of several combined classes resulting in large numbers of students, there was
no possible way for an entire house to fit into Ms. Pratt’s art specialist classroom at one time. As
a result, each multiage house was sent to art, music, and physical education (P.E.) class in smaller
multiage pods each led by just one of their homeroom instructors. Ms. Pratt explained that, “The
whole multiage house goes to special areas (music, art, and P.E.) at the same time, which allows the
house’s team of teachers common planning time.” So, while one pod from the Royal Family was in the
art room, then the other pods of the Royal Family would have had music or P.E.
In the team-taught model, the presence of additional teachers and class space provides more
opportunities for the flexible regrouping (Alessi, Hoyne, & Stewart, 2006) of students by developmental
or interest levels. Students are often moved from instructor to instructor or classroom to classroom
in order to meet their changing needs (Cushman, 1993). This movement from one classroom to
another often results in inconsistent artroom rosters for multiage art specialists with the possibility
of such switching occurring even in the middle of ongoing art projects (Broome, 2009). Since such
interruptions in the continuity of lessons could present potential problems, I explored this issue
further with Ms. Pratt. The interview excerpt below illustrates her response to my inquiries.
Ms. Pratt: A lot of kids will move to different classes within the same multiage house, especially
at the end of quarters. Maybe a student will need more work with math and they’ll transfer him
to whichever teacher is focusing on the appropriate skills. And we [the special area teachers] get
them however they are grouped before they come to specials. So then we just have to be on our
toes and ready for new kids. Some homeroom teachers are very good about letting us know if they
have transferred a student. Some don’t, so then we have to go and find their artwork from the other
homeroom class, and that’s cumbersome. But we deal with it. It’s not really that big a deal and it’s
for our kids.
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Me: So when new kids come with a different teacher from the same house, the main adjustment
is in putting their artwork in a new place and giving them a new seat, but they are already doing
the same project?
Ms. Pratt: Right. Because I create lesson plans around developmental levels, and not grade levels,
they’re pretty much doing similar projects.
Looping. The multiage practice of looping (Ball, Grant, & Johnson, 2006), or students staying with
the same multiage house and teacher(s) for a prescribed period of years, also impacted the way
Ms. Pratt organized her art curriculum. An incoming kindergarten-aged student who entered a
multiage classroom consisting of the traditional grade levels of kindergarten, first, and second grade,
would usually remain with the same multiage teacher(s) for a three-year cycle until he or she would
traditionally be ready for third grade (Bozzone, 1996). The interview excerpt below reveals how Ms.
Pratt handled the impact of looping on her own planning of art lessons from year to year.
Ms. Pratt: If you’re using the same lessons with third graders every year, then looping presents its
own challenges. You can’t do that with a multiage class because that would be repeating their
instruction.
Me: Because one student could be with a multiage house for three years, you wouldn’t repeat a
lesson until a three-year period was up?
Ms. Pratt: Right. Because I don’t repeat things every year, it works.
Me: So during a week you’re teaching less lessons than you might if you were writing separate
lessons for each grade, but you couldn’t repeat these lessons until a three-year cycle is over?
Ms. Pratt: Right, you have to get through a cycle. That’s the adjustment that a lot of teachers have
to make. Some of them are used to doing the same thing every year. That doesn’t work anymore,
so you’ve got to look at it as a three-year process instead of a one-year process. After we’ve gone
through a cycle, then we have a huge collection of resources that we can reuse or revise in the next
cycle.
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What Instructional Practices Did the Selected Art Specialist Use with Her Multiage Classes?
Lolli (1998) described the content of multiage instruction as utilizing broad based thematic units that
focus on topics of interest to students’ lives. This approach is meant to be interdisciplinary in nature
(Bredhauer, Davidge, Cockburn, Gallagher, More, & Thompson, 2006) with teachers facilitating links
between chosen themes and various subject areas across the curriculum. As such, I was curious to
find the extent to which thematic integration was implemented in Ms. Pratt’s art curriculum.
Ms. Pratt explained that her school district actively encouraged teachers to use thematic instruction,
and even had created and disseminated a suggested cluster of classroom themes designed for use
over a three-year time span. This three-year approach was carefully synchronized with the structure
of state instructional standards, and also suited the needs of the three-year looping cycle used by
multiage houses at Rexrode Elementary. The suggested themes for the school year focused on
the following guiding questions: (a) Why do people work? (b) How do living things interact with their
environment? (c) Why is it important to make contributions to my community? (d) How is Florida unique?
(e) How do the processes that shape the Earth affect our lives? (f ) Why should I make healthy choices?
Ms. Pratt indicated that multiage homeroom teachers at Rexrode Elementary tended to follow the
district’s suggested themes and explained her approach in making connections to these themes.
“The special area teachers try to integrate our activities into the classroom themes at least once during
each quarter of the school year,” said Ms. Pratt. “I think that is a reasonable goal because sometimes the
theme doesn’t fit in as well with our curriculum. We have our own curriculum that we are supposed
to accomplish too. And if you’re smart, you can figure out ways to do both at the same time.” Ms.
Pratt’s efforts in this regard were noticeable as I observed art lessons that connected to three district
suggested themes during my brief time at Rexrode Elementary.
Peer Interaction.
The multiage approach emphasized mixed-age cooperation, as older or more developmentally
advanced students are encouraged to assist or collaborate with less experienced students (Elkind,
1993). Considering this emphasis, I wanted to know how such cooperation might manifest itself
in Rexrode Elementary’s art classroom. The following excerpt from my fieldnotes serves as a
representational sample of the cooperative behavior that I observed regularly in Ms. Pratt’s art class.
The vignette comes from my observations of a primary multiage house as they painted abstract
washes of cool colors. Students who finished the assignment could complete a paper kite activity
from a previous lesson.
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The students are busy and discussing the effects of mixing cool colors while they work. One boy, Lee,
dashes through his painting quickly and is off to the drying rack while the girls at his table continue
to paint and talk about the project. “Guys, you should mix the blue with the purple! Look how it
comes out!” says one girl as her friends stretch across their table to take a look.
Meanwhile, Lee has come back and he’s already finishing up his paper kite too. The final step is to
staple a set of colorful streamers to serve as the kite’s tail. Ms. Pratt is on the other side of the room
working with three girls who have also moved on to the kite activity. The girls nearest to me are still
experimenting and learning from each other as they continue to paint. “If you want dark blue, you
should do this,” one girl says to another.
But now Lee is up out of his seat and wants to see if his streamers really work. There’s no better way
to find out than taking his kite for a little jaunt around his table. One thing is for sure, Lee’s streamers
certainly work well!
Ms. Pratt’s head whirls around as if it was on a swivel and she calls out Lee’s name. Lee stops dead in
his tracks, his face freezes, and he looks up. The tails of his kite flutters for a moment before coming
to a rest too. “Lee, why don’t you help your friends with stapling,” says Ms. Pratt. She nods toward
one of several girls clustered around her. “She could use some help. I know that you already staple
well.”
Lee’s frozen face cracks and now he’s grinning from ear to ear. As he trots off to lend a hand, there’s a
noticeable bounce in his step. He’s in charge now in this neck of the artroom, so Ms. Pratt works her
way out of the crowd surrounding her. As she attends to students elsewhere, a tiny blond girl who
has been working with her streamers for a while calls over to the new resident expert in class. “Lee, I
need some help too,” she says as she carries her kite in his direction
During clean-up time, Ms. Pratt privately praises Lee for being a good helper, and rewards him with
a token from a school-wide incentive program. As Lee heads back to his seat, the bounce in his step
and his smile have raised yet another level.
Meanwhile, the tiny blonde girl has walked over to my outpost in the corner of the room. She’s
holding her kite face down around her waist level. She doesn’t say much, but she wants my
attention just the same. She stands flat-footed, smiles, and holds up her kite with both hands right
under her chin. The stapled streamers of her kite wave gently underneath.
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“That’s beautiful,” I say. “Did Lee help you?”
“Yes,” she says quietly as she nods her head. Her smile grows even wider for a moment; she pivots
and heads to the door where her classmates are lining up.
And now there’s a bounce in her step too.
While the above narrative illustrates a case of peer assistance initiated by Ms. Pratt’s reaction to a
student who finished work early, this was not always the catalyst for the types of cooperation that took
place in her artroom. Sometimes peer assistance occurred as a result of the way Ms. Pratt designed
lessons or arranged activities in her artroom, as I observed during a plaster mask activity that involved
students applying gauze to each others’ faces and assisting one another at carefully placed decorating
stations. Ms. Pratt also shared evidence of instances where students worked collaboratively on a
stage design for a school musical (see Figure 1) and also during an art criticism activity that utilized
cooperative learning groups.
An Emerging Opinion. A subtle pattern emerged in a small cluster of interview responses related to
Ms. Pratt’s opinion that, at times, teaching art to multiage classes did not seem that different from
instructing age-specific classes because varying artistic levels exist in both kinds of groupings. “If you
have a class of just first graders,” Ms. Pratt told me, “you’re going to have a tremendous artistic range
anyway. So what’s the difference, you know?” During a completely different interview session, Ms.
Pratt returned to this notion by expressing, “Even in a grade specific class you’re going to have a wide
developmental range. So, for the most part, it doesn’t have much of an impact.”
Discussion
When the findings of the field research presented in this article are corroborated with the survey
results from phase one of the study, several topics of focus emerge for elaborated discussion. These
topics include (a) thematic integration, (b) cooperative learning, (c) functional sameness with graded
structures, (d) developmental organization and flexible regrouping, and (e) repetition of lessons. Each
topic will be discussed below, along with implications for implementing multiage art education at
other potential school sites.
Thematic Integration
Both phases of the study point to the use of thematic instruction as a method that resonates equally
well in multiage art specialists’ classrooms as it does in multiage literature. Overall, 72.22% of the
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survey respondents reported using thematic integration during the course of an academic year
(Broome, 2009). Ms. Pratt also used thematic integration, most notably through her efforts to make
curricular connections to relevant themes suggested by her school district. Because all teachers in
the district were provided with a list of recommended themes before the school year began, Ms. Pratt
could choose those themes that had the strongest connections to the visual arts and integrate those
topics into the art curriculum at her own discretion. The use of open-ended thematic units in the
artroom allows students to explore such broad topics at their own developmental and readiness levels
(Serig, 1995). In this aspect, theme-based instruction may offer a solution to multiage art specialists
struggling with the presence of differing developmental levels within their artrooms.
Cooperative Learning
Both phases of research also reveal that the nature of multiage art education supports cooperative
learning strategies just as effectively as in multiage homerooms. The most frequently reported
instructional methods and resources used by the survey respondents focused on the use of space
that allowed for the grouping of students (83.33%), cooperative learning strategies (77.77%), and peer
tutors and assistants (69.44%).
Similar strategies were used in Ms. Pratt’s artroom, where the cooperative atmosphere offered
advantages on multiple levels. Related studies characterize the benefits of cross-age cooperation
as being bi-directional, or beneficial to both younger and older students involved in such interaction
(Kelehear & Heid, 2002). During my observations, as depicted in the vignette of the paper kite activity,
I often saw the benefits of student cooperation as being tri-directional, or beneficial to both students
giving and receiving assistance and to the teacher as well. The students who received assistance were
able to complete tasks that they might not have been able to accomplish on their own. The students
who provided assistance seemed to experience a boost in self-esteem and, perhaps, a crystallization
of their own knowledge as they shared concepts with others. Ms. Pratt seemed to benefit too, as the
peer assistance freed her to address other tasks and management issues in her artroom.
Functional Sameness with Graded Structures
There is some indication in both the results of the surveys and qualitative analysis that instructional
experiences in multiage art education may not have to be significantly different than in graded art
classrooms. During survey analysis, a pattern emerged when a handful of respondents suggested that
differences between the organizational structures are minimal because both models feature students
with wide artistic developmental ranges. This overall sentiment is summed up by a respondent who
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wrote: “I think I teach multiage classes the same as I would straight grade levels. Both kinds have high
and low students.” Another respondent stated: “In art, each person is going to develop at his/her own
rate. You will have those with advanced skills mixed with novice skills even in self-contained classes.”
Ms. Pratt expressed similar opinions in her interviews: “Within a regular kindergarten, you’ve got some
kids who are at a first grade developmental and social level and some at a pre-K level. So we already
had a mixture of levels anyway.” Indeed mental age data shows that a typical first grade classroom can
have up to a four-year gap in students’ readiness levels (W. Miller, 1996) and some maintain that this
gap grows wider over each successive school year (Eisner, 2003).
As the primary instrument for interpreting my qualitative data (Eisner, 1998), I also felt as if there was
a certain sameness to the art instruction I observed in Ms. Pratt’s multiage artroom with progressive
instruction delivered in any artroom. I could certainly see her multiage lessons being equally effective
in many graded situations. Interdisciplinary thematic instruction, peer assistance, and collaborative
activities are all possible in single grade situations (Serig, 1995), and many of these strategies are
considered good principles of effective instruction in any classroom (Anderson & Pavan, 1993). On
a purely functional level, then, multiage art instruction might not have to look that different than
instruction offered by some in graded schools. On a conceptual level, however, art specialist-teachers
who were to explore the full potential offered by multiage art education, such as emphasizing
scaffolding opportunities and giving students choices in materials or in working together in groups
or individually (Serig, 1995), could begin to create dynamic art programs that look quite different from
that found in many traditional graded programs.
Developmental Organization and Flexible Regrouping
While multiage art education doesn’t have to look that different than graded art instruction on a
functional level, significant changes are needed on an organizational level when preparing for
multiage art classes. Rather than organizing the content of her lessons by individual grade levels,
Ms. Pratt organized her art classes around broader developmental zones established by Rexrode
Elementary’s primary (K-2) and intermediate houses (3-4). In this process she established a structure
in which each developmental group worked on a similar theme in her artroom.
Students at Rexrode Elementary, like 48.65% of the responding schools to the initial survey, were
often flexibly regrouped from one multiage pod to another in order to meet changing developmental
needs. In Ms. Pratt’s case, this movement had minimal impact on the structure of her art lessons.
Since each developmental group or multiage house concentrated on the same project or theme,
these minor shifts in the make-up of art rosters caused fewer disturbances. A student from King
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Arthur’s Court who was moved from one pod to another would arrive to art class with a different
homeroom teacher and on a different day of the week, but would still find him or herself working on
the same project. Ms. Pratt simply had to assign the regrouped student a new seat and location for
storing artwork, and then he or she could resume his or her ongoing project without losing much
continuity in the lesson. In cases where the regrouping of students occurred frequently, involved
larger numbers of students, or special area teachers weren’t notified of upcoming roster changes,
then art specialists could be inconvenienced with the additional loss of instructional time on divvying
up new seats and storage spaces.
Repetition of Lessons
Ms. Pratt accounted for multiage looping cycles, or students remaining with the same instructors
for a set number of years, by simply not repeating the same exact lesson with the same multiage
house until a three-year cycle had passed. If she did try to repeat the same lesson, a kindergarten
student in the Castle Guard, for instance, could end up making the exact same project three years in
a row. That is not to say that certain concepts or skills could not be repeated at all from year to year.
Most curricula, whether in art education, general education, multiage or otherwise, has a spiraling
tendency in which past concepts and skills are revisited as touchstones and building blocks for new
concepts and skills (Stone, 1996).
Conclusions
While attention on multi-age education is growing in Australia and other places in the world
(Nishida, 2009), few resources have been provided to aid art specialist-teachers working in multiage
contexts. The purpose of this research was to remedy this lack of information through the qualitative
characterization of multiage art instruction at a selected school site. The results showed that the use
of thematic instruction and cooperative learning resonated equally well in the artroom as it did in
multiage homerooms and literature.
Emerging patterns in the data indicate that multiage art instruction, on a functional level, may
not have to be drastically different from progressive art instruction in graded programs. However,
art specialists working at multiage school sites may find that several changes are required at the
organizational level when planning for mixed-age art classes. First, the findings suggest that multiage
art specialist-teachers should organize their lessons around broad developmental zones, rather than
by specific grade levels. Secondly, multiage art specialists should structure their lesson plans so
that all pods within the same multiage house are engaged in similar units of instruction at the same
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time. If students are switched from one art roster to the other, they will not lose much continuity in
ongoing projects and the art specialist will only need to give them new seats and places to store their
artwork. Finally, multiage art specialist-teachers should coordinate the repetition of art lessons with
the established looping cycles of nongraded classrooms at their school site.
The suggestions offered in this study may provide multiage art specialists with information that could
aid them in their planning and decision-making processes. This report may be used by administrators
and school personnel to organize multiage classrooms in ways that are mutually advantageous to
multiage homeroom teachers and the special area teachers who service their nongraded students.
The continued presence of multiage education and the lack of attention given to special area teachers
working in that context implies the necessity for future studies on this subject.
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Data Used for Participant and Site Selection for Naturalistic Observations

Note. Of the original 36 survey respondents, only 13 art teachers who reported working at school
sites that were completely multiage in design or had worked with 20 or more multiage classes
during a school year were considered for participation in naturalistic observations. Respondent #3
was calculated to have the highest frequency of characteristics cited in multiage literature and also
indicated willingness to participate in qualitative data collection.
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Table 2
Example of Qualitative Data Category Card for the Category of Peer Interaction
Brief reminder of incident/evidence

Retrieval Source

Peer assistance
Paper kite activity

Interview 2: pages 23-24
Fieldnotes: page 41
Interview 2: pages 16, 31
Fieldnotes: pages 21-22, 47-48
Fieldnotes: page 15
Fieldnotes: page 46
Survey Question13: respondent #2, 5, 13, 21, 24

Plaster mask activity
Weaving activity
Assistance with management/clean up
Collaborative assignments
Art criticism activity
Group projects for stage design
Collaborative assessment

Interview 2: pages 29-30
Fieldnotes: page 32
Interview 2: page 27
Fieldnotes: page 31

Supportive peer interaction/environment
Seeking/offering suggestions of peers
Arrangement of seating
Supportive of peer success

Fieldnotes: page 20, 41
Interview 2: pages 32-33
Fieldnotes: pages 20, 37, 45, 49-50
Survey question 13: respondent #25, 31

As advantageous aspect of multiage education
Ms. Pratt’s view
In survey results

Fieldnotes: page 46
Respondent’s #: 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 8, 10, 14, 15, 16, 17,
18, 20, 23, 27, 29, 30, 31, 32, 34, 36
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Figure 1.
Students worked collaboratively to make group projects that were assembled to create a stage design
for a school musical performance.
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